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What is a PXD?
Pixel Vertex Detector (PXD) is a sensor consisting of 250×768 silicon cells
that activate by charged particles.
• PXD sensors stacked in two layers inside the Belle II detector,
• particles pass through sensors and interact with them - activate pixels,
• each PXD measurement records many particles interacting with sensors,
• final sensor outputs represented as 250× 768 images,
• images show comulative activations - no time dependence,
• particles traveling parallel with sensors activate pixels along their path,
• layered configuration provides 3D view into particle trajectories.

Figure 1: Belle II detector (left), configuration of PXDs inside the detector (right).

Why we need PXD?
PXD sensors detect most charged particles which come from either in-
teresting decays we want to measure (“signal”, e.g. B meson decays), or
unwanted background processes (“background”, e.g. beam gas scattering).
The combined data from all sensors in the Belle II detector allows us to
reconstruct trajectories and momenta for signal particles of interest.

Problem
Simulation is used to model the track reconstruction performance. To ob-
tain an accurate detector simulation the simulated signal in the PXD is
combined with background images. As the PXD images are dominated
by background it is infeasible to record and use an amount of background
images that would be required for a simulation of statistically indepen-
dent events. Can we generate images rather than use real images - as
background?

Dataset
The PXD dataset used in this work contains simulated e−e+ scatterig.
• Each sensor output is a 250× 768 gray-scale image,
• images stored as a 2D arrays of intensities from [0, 255],
• 100000 different recordings for all 40 sensors,
• in total 100000× 40 images in dataset.

Figure 2: Arbitrary dataset samples. Blue represents no activation, whereas lighter
colors represent higher pixel activations. Intensities transformed via f(i) = log256(i+1).

Proposed Solution
Train a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) model on real PXD im-
ages. The trained GAN defines a PXD image generator. Generate many
new PXD images and use them as background in reconstruction. If suc-
cessfull, we would get the following benefits using this method:
• no need to store many real images merely for background,
• on-demand generation - save resources and bandwidth,
• fast image generation on a GPU.

Generator
We successfully trained a Wasserstein GAN model with gradient penalty
(WGAN-GP) on the PXD dataset. The discriminator and generator are
convolutional neural networks as shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Architecture of the WGAN-GP used to produce generated images in figure 4.

Figure 4: Two examples with an arbitrary real PXD image from the dataset (left half)
and a generated image (right half).

To-Do
We need to study the effects of using generated images as background
compared to using real images. The efficiency of particle reconstruction in
these two cases will tell us whether the quality and statistics of generated
images matches real images. If there is no significant difference between
the efficiencies, we can use the generated images as background.

The generated images so far do not include labels (classes). We plan to
implement sensor identification as label (integer from 0 to 39) which would
allow us to generate images with specific statistic for a given sensor.

If further model refinement needed, we will implement ResNet blocks in
our GAN architecture - this can improve quality of generated samples. In
an effort to introduce more non-locality in our architecture, we find the
idea of Self-Attention blocks interesting.


